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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: FEBRUARY 16, 2021 

Daniel Defense Named Official Bolt Gun and Official Gas Gun of the  

2021 Precision Rifle Series Season 

Jackson, TN. – Precision Rifle Series (PRS) LLC., the preeminent precision rifle organization in the world, dedicated to the 

promotion and growth of the sport of competitive precision rifle shooting, is thrilled to announce Daniel Defense as the 

2021 Official Bolt Gun and Gas Gun of the Precision Rifle Series.  

We are proud to welcome Daniel Defense as the 2021 Official Bolt Gun of the PRS. The Daniel Defense team has been 

hard at work over the past few years focusing on the development and production of the DELTA 5 bolt-action rifle. Their 

forward-thinking engineering and commitment to accuracy is strikingly evident in the next evolution of the DELTA 5, the 

DELTA 5 PRO. The DELTA 5 PRO made its debut on PRS firing lines last year, taking home the Production Division win at 

the largest PRS match of the season, the Bushnell Tactical GAP Grind Pro/Am amongst a field of over 400 competitors. 

The DELTA 5 PRO meets PRS Production Division requirements with an MSRP of $2499 and features a one-of-a kind 

thumb rest that’s configurable to each shooter, whether right or left-handed, a toolless configurable buttstock, Area 

419’s HELLFIRE Muzzle Brake and a list of other custom enhancements. 

PRS competitor and Daniel Defense design engineer Daniel Mcleroy said “After having worked in manufacturing 

engineering on our AR style rifles, Marty Daniel asked several of us engineers to design a bolt action rifle.  After 

immersing myself in the bolt gun world, we launched the original DELTA 5 in January 2019.  After getting even more 

involved with the PRS series, it became clear that we needed to introduce a chassis gun and that’s what we did with the 

DELTA 5 PRO.   Thanks to all the great input we’ve received from shooters we’ve met in the PRS for the past two years, I 

was able to be successful using a rifle I’m super proud of.  I’ve been doing a lot of practicing, but the DELTA 5 PRO made it 

very easy to get on target quickly and accurately.” 

Daniel Defense is equally dedicated to the highly competitive PRS Gas Gun Division. As one of the most recognizable 

brands in the firearms world, we are honored to announce Daniel Defense as the Official Gas Gun of the 2021 PRS 

Season. Since selling their first AR in 2009, they work each day to deliver products unmatched in quality, precision, and 

world-class customer service. From their inception, the company has striven to control every facet of production and 

today makes nearly every component part it sells. The DDM4 V7 PRO is built around one of their legendary 18” Cold 

Hammer Forged barrels with rifle length gas system and provides the “out of the box “powerhouse that will turn heads 

with its sleek design and agile performance on PRS firing lines.  

Given Daniel Defense’s long-standing history of outstanding firearms production, PRS also looks forward to successfully 

leveraging the partnership to directly support membership, elevate national pro series competitions, and grow the sport. 

The PRS will host 45 of the most renowned national level precision rifle competitions in the nation, with the 2021 PRS 

Finale taking place from November 6th-7th hosted at The NRA Whittington Center in Raton, New Mexico where Daniel 

Defense will be donating to the competitors’ prize table with their products. 

 

For more information on the Precision Rifle Series, please join us at https://www.precisionrifleseries.com/   

To learn more, visit https://danieldefense.com/. 
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Daniel Defense is a family owned and privately held firearms manufacturer located in Black Creek, Georgia. Founded in 
2001 by President/CEO Marty Daniel, the company was born from Marty’s vision to create custom rifle accessories for his 
personal rifles. Eighteen years later, Daniel’s concepts have evolved into one of the most recognizable brands in the 
firearms world, consisting of the world’s finest AR15-style rifles and accessories for civilian, law enforcement, and military 
customers. Daniel Defense’s iconic brand remains unmatched in quality, precision, and world-class customer service. At 
Daniel Defense, we celebrate the liberty of our country, the enthusiasm of our customers and employees and the quality 
and accuracy of our products.   
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